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Much has been written about the
declining power ,of the American
dJIIar in foreign countries.. Yon are
abou t to read about the disappearance of ten thousand American
Dollars.which was intended as a
grant for foreign students attending Baruch. Over three' hundred
breign students who attend
Baruch college must pay a registration fee of seven hundred and thirty
seven dollars to --enroll.
In
~vember of 1977., a group of
i:>reign. students pressed for the
creation of a, grant program to
assist foreign students. ' Many of
them were having difficulties
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As the Baruch faculty and
student body filtered to college ,at
the start of the fall semester of
1978. they learned the shocking
n~ws of Mr. Alfred Paul Berger's
death. . .
'
A veteran of nearly eleven years
at Baruch College, Mr. Berger was
a lecturer in the Marketing Department.Mr. Berger was educated at
[Continued on Page 3] .
both Cornell and Harvard Universities, where he attained AB and
, MBA
degrees
respectively.
, Students and his fellow collegues..
had only the highest iesteem for ';",
Preliminary data from the Fall '78
Baruch remains the first-choice . him. In the words of Ruth Gordon,
.
regtstration indicates' that Baruch .of transfer students in the CUNY college office' assistant. "he was a
is rapidly becoming CUNY's mostt system.
.bea.utiful. intelligent and rknowlattractive College.'
Not only are increasing numbers . edgeable person and a, dedicated
Over 1400 new transfer students of students applying to Baruch -worker, who was a 'good friend to
registeredas did more than 1800 .even as total applications to CUNY all that kaew him well."
freshmen. This IS the largest group have ~eclined,but
larger and
Prior to launching his successful
of transfers in Baruch's history and larger percentage of those accepted lecturing career at Baruch College.
the third largest freshman class ,by Baruch have actually registered' MI'. Berger instructed at City. CoIever. even thOJlgh we are wellpast toreadt of the past two years. .lege and' the Fashion Institute of
the baby boom. accorcfmgto Fred •a:ccJtdiog to Lane.. .
TeclmoIOgy ill 'New YOft.'
Lane. Director of Institutional Re. Witli the end ofopen'~dmissions 'Due to his kn~ledgeon a ,wide'
.
. search.
. (Continued
3] . : . , ,
.. fCOnt1nued on ".,. 3) .
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forums will take place Oct. 19, 20,
21 ~ at the Roosevelt Hotel which is
at 45th
Street and Madison
Avenue. There is a two dollar fee
Dr. more info call 682-4176.$
On Oct. 16 at the Loeb Student
Center of New York University a
conference en ti tIed "Opportunites
for Minority Students in Griuluate
Education:
Art, Science and
Engineering will takeplace. .The
conference hope to assist students
in their preparation for graduate
school. For more information- call
Dean Raymond Anderson at 2802865 ..

The M.B.A. Admission ·forums
78' is sponsored by the graduate
Management Admission Council
and the Association of MBA Executives Inc.
The. purpose of this
forum is to provide an opportunity
Dr prospective applicants and
admission representatives to disross admission procedures, curriWe ~ilI be holding interview
orlum
offerings.
and
career
worksti~P's to introduce you to the
epponinities in management. In
interviewing process.
Practice
addition workshops are scheduled
that will include
admission di- 'interviews will be held and in<>
formation regarding dress, answerrectors, p1.a£.ement- officers and
recent M,BA- graduates.
Over
ing difficult" questions, arid followup techniques will be offered.
eighty colleges will send repreSign up in the Placement office,
sentatives including Baruch. The .
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, Thank you,
Mil1ie Tan,
Counselor

ED MAJORS
, Education Major and Minors:
Please Note
by Prof. Helen F. Robison
Assistant to the Dean. School of
Education

JANUARY/
GRADUATES

'-";?

. ,Thursday, October 12, 1978

.Room "1711. 360 Park Avenue
South.
For Workshop, please dress as
you would for a prospective inter. view. '

fur JoniorsandSeniorsOnly!
A welcome back and R;ood luck to
all of Baruch' s graduating Seniors.
The Ticker staff wishes a fruitfull
and successful year to all.
To
,s.>me, graduation fromBaruch will
be the climax of their institutional
education, while to oth~rs it will be
jist a stepping storie to post graduate studies.
The following
notices are for the latter.
.

...

...

Education majors, - and those
taking minots 'in Education, .should
note these' important deadlines
coming up very soon:

Standing Applications for admission to the Spring, 1979 semester.
(Note: Students currently enrolled
at Baruch College as Non-Degree
StudentS'who have never been
enrolled as matriculate students at
Baruch,,"sh~uldapply to the Baruch
College- Admissions Office. . All
others, apply- to CUNY ~ Office of
Admission Services.)
,
NOVEMBER '9, THURSDAY: Last
day to officially resign'. from
classes.
NOVEMBER 15, :wEDNESDAY:
Last day-. to re-enter for Spring,
1979. Last day to change Division, .
i.e., Dayto Evening.
,
DECEMBER 14, THURSDAY:
Last day for filing n~w Non-Degree
and Permit applications for Spring,
1979.

Education). Students interested in
specific programs might call these
Program Directors:
Professor Benjamin Israel, Educational Administration
(Graduate Program) , ... '.-7254470
Professor George Howard, Special
Education : . , ... , . : ..... 725-4487
Professor
Phillip
Atkinson,
Business
Education and Secretarial
Skills" .. ,
7254477
Professor Helen Robison.. Elemen- ,
lary and Early Childhood Education (Graduate and Undergraciiat'e)
,
725-3222

-, HISPANIC
SCliOLARSHIPS

TheNational Hispanic ScholarpThe School of Education also
wishes to remind students' on ProSlip Fund is an organization that
bation of the conditions of probaprovides scholarships for graduate
. tion so that they may ... avoidideand undergraduate students of
OCTOBER l6,MONDAY:
Last barrnent.
These conditions. are
Hispanic American background,
day to resolve Incomplete and.
d Tn " ddi .
t th mini . These students come from Mexican
fr
.
impose m a uion 0
e
- . Ameri_can, Pueto Rico, Cuban,
d
Absence gra es
om previous _mum satisfactory Rate of Progress
'"
semes te r.
Standards.
Debarment may be Caribbean. Central and South
NOVEMBER 1, WEDNESDAY: imposed without further notificaAmerican heritage and attend a
Last date for filing Advanced
college in the United States grants
tion.
, amounting to three hundred dollars
- are awarded to 'American citizens
1. You must program yourself for.......... with }~Ii~pa.nic.·heri~ge. - The
at Ieast 12 credits. if you are a
applicant must-also have.completed
,
full-time student; or, 6 credits Jf me semester of college' work.
.
Application period closes Friday
part-time.
. st maintain a better than Oct. 20th. so shap to It. / Apphca2 . You mu
'1· bl
. -h
nons are now' avai a e In t e
'C' average each term until your
Grade Point Average reaches 2.0.
financial aid office or from Dr.
J: Grades of I1X, INC, ABS, PEN,
Aorenc.e ~iegel in room 17~0 of the
WU. WF. F. W in -any course or ~O BUlldmg. .For more l~fo~a
two 'R' grades in the same Math
Don. about ~hlS 'program wnt~:
module are violations of probation National
Hispanic
Scholar: hlp
and result in automatic debarment Fund. P.O. Box 748 San FranCISCo,
at the end of the term. Registration California 94101.
subsequent
material for
the
semester will be *.rithheld.
Put It in Writing!
4. You may not hold office on
publications. in student governOur Committees are ready .to
ment. sit on college committees,
work to bring you what you
by Steve Moskowitz
ror engage in varsity sports. It is
want irr the way ~f entertainment with films, comed i a na ,
advisable to limit club activities.

~.-:.~

r

0

,>'

You say that you've been
looKing.for something to put
some pizazz-into your life?

magicians, h~p~otist~, musical
acts, craft workshops,
recreation tournaments, and
special events.
To do all of
this, we need your help~ Take
a look at our Program
Committees_ The SCPB is
always looking for new members
and new programming ideas.
Let's hear from you~

well, here we are.
The Student Center Program
Board is just ,what you've.been
waIITng for ~

..... -

The SCPB is a student run
and managed group (we get by
with a little help from the
~taff:). It's mission is to
provide Baruch College with a
wide variety of programs in
the student center all of
which are free.
Funding comes
from the student cent~r
portion'of the Student
Activities fee.
Membership is
open to all students .
- _ ... - -

You can reach us through
mailbox t608 in the Office of
Student Activlties, Student
Center Room 104, or attend one
of ou~ weekly meetings on
Wednesdays at 4 p.m., Student
Center Room 30'2.
.-li _ _ '
_
//
'

,~

STUDENT CENTER PROGR&~ BOARD
Student Center Box # 608

I
want

to do
some-

The SCPB is' just what I've. been waiting
Please contact me.
(Please'Pri:1t)
Narrie

_

Address

_

thing· ,
P hone_ _-::...
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IF YOU HAVE NOT COMPLETED ENGUSH COMPOSmON, REMEDIAL MATH (ALL STUDENTS)
AND MATH 2100 (B.B.A. AND
B.S. IN EDUCATION STUDENTS
ONLY, YOU MUST REGISTER
FUR THESE COURSES IN YOUR
NEXT REGISTRATION.)
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$1(1 ','G" In Grants Lost

weekly' articles on the New york .
[Continued from Page 1]
. Scene for the Irish Times.
spectrum of topics, he was interWith his passing, he leaves
viewed by Bob Grant 011 WNYC behind a daughter and two "beau- .
station in New York. At the time of 'tiful" granddaughters.
On an
fiscal crisis at Baruch College,Mr. 'ironic note, MrrBerger was due to
Berger helped byhis share of the retire at the end of this year.
collection of ~ 512,000 during the.'
Mr. Berger's positively affected
Phonathon.
. many people living and' negativel~'
Currently, Mr. Berger, aside
affected as many in death.. He wilf'
.from- lecturing at Baruch, wrote indeed be missed by many,

" [Continued trom Page 1]
..

grant was that the Financial Aid .
Committee believed that threatenmgcircum~tances'; no
longer
edsted and therefore no need for
ftte program.
At this point it is unclear just
where is
the . remaining ten
thousands dollars that. remained
,
rom. last Ye8\..· All foreign and
interested stlJdents are asked to
contact - immediately
Reuben
.1j:J
Adeshuko of the African Student
)
Association in room 307 in the 23rd ! .
Street building. -Anyone finding
ten
thousands .dollars laying
around in a b~gmarke~ttentiori
~reign students' are also -asked to'
contact Mr. Adeshuko.

Bookstore
Flood

-

[Continued from Page 1]
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Pres 0181 P Honored ~y Sam Fraternity
By Allan Gotldn
reb, treasurer and co-founder; and . in companies such as: WESTE.RN
Director,
Perry Finkleman, the President Allan 'Gotkin, Marketing
ELECTRIC,
THE
METROPO,
this dream has become a reality.
of the Baruch Internship Program
LITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY,
was . . honored by the Sigma Alpha But, it was also with the ene~gy and
and many others.
determination of 'countless others
M u Fraternity for his role in the
formation and administration of the involved with the program, that has
This semester, BIP's objective
Baruch Intership Program. The . made this-program a success.
are twofold. First, to.. persuade
-fraternity' presented Mr. Finkle-'
The officers oCBIP·feel there is a
even more companies to start progap
between school and the work
man with a cash award of $250., as
jects for prospective interns. And
a reflection-of their high esteem for environment. BIP obtains internsecond, to interest freshmen and
this outstanding and resourceful ships for students from both the
sophmores in the program to assist
public and private business sector
individual. ~
in internal organizational develop. Before Janurary 1978, the in an attempt to 1611 that gap.
ment. Baruch Internship Program was Judging by .their pAt record, Mr.
Well done, Mr. Finkleman our
justa dream. of MT. Finkeman's.
Finkleman and his staff have made
felicitations to you and your staff
But-with -the help of George Weina major step in that direction.
for the-fine job the've been doing.
,

a

You want to drop class, but don't
. know how?
. You're looking for an apartment?
You need legal advice? .
You just want someone to talk to?$
In a school as huge as this, where
do you go for help?
A .
Helpline is a confid~tial counseling program run by the students, for the students. It operates
under the supervision of professional counselors from the Department of' StuoentPersonnel Services.
Helpline volunteers are
trained to deal with crisis situations. to act as a referral service, or
just to provide general informltion.
In Us threeyears of existence at
Barch, . this' program has' helped
over 3,000 students. It has also
been involved in a number of activities and service programs at the

College 'such as:
1. Information Table at Registration
Emergency Notification of
2.
students
3. Homework Assis tance
4. Freshman Convocation
5. Open Houses
6. voter Registration
7. And many others...

lege. We want it to continue to
grow-but it can't without you. Our
staff is constantly looking for ~ew
recruits. So, if you're interested in
volunteering a couple of hours and
have an open ear, drop by the
Helpline office and let us know.
Our Fall training session is about to
begin.

.'.

hearing of the mishap, sent over ~ [Continued fr~m Page 11.
some men torhelp clean up .. "The
reason <for . this,' ,. said Raymond .two years ago, it now takes at least
Fiechter, a manager at Barnes and a high' school average .of 80 to be
Noble, "is that we didn't want to 'admitted to Baruch.
Ov.er 550 new graduate students .
prey on someone else's misfor~.e also expected to register.
tune.":
The total student oody.at Baruch
The bookstore reopened at 5:00
this
Fall is expected' to be nearly
p.m. that seme day, "'However,"
14,000.
Golden asseverated, "because it
Courtesy Office of
was the first day ofclasses, usually .
College Relations
one of the busiest days of the year
for the bookstore, .a lot of business
. was lost." It is with this reason
,
that the. bookstore will· file a' claim
against Cushmen-Wakefield. The
.claim will be for:
the physical
damage to the actual materials
· caused by the flooding; and the
All Baruchians interested m
business the bookstore lost. as a subscribing to Business Week
result of having to be forcibly Magazine, B~n's or the Wall
closed.
Street Journa, at reduced rates.
September. has not been an should get in touch with Herbert
auspicious month for Barunch's Schnur, Room 707. in the 26th
bookstore. In September, 1976, the...Street Center. Ext. 3369 or at the
bookstore was _c~osed for one ~nd -office of the acco~~~" '.~,~'"
one-half weeks uuc:to an eleC'h;C'al
"'~;~:.:~'-:-':""', ~,.,.;
_ IKe.' Damages to bOOk~ ".
.
' ..
incident totaled
During the flood:
that the total in
exceed tha t an
The flood in ,
as a "freak ace
no preventtativ
taken. But in the
would be wise for u.
Beware the Ides of Sep.

Cheap· Mags

6-

''r"'

Helpl.i'ne

\

__

•• " ,

.L

••••••••••••••••••
••• "212" PRESENTS
•••
Spi n Art· No Ski 115 necesse.....~
••
:
~ponsored by the Student ·Ctr.

Helpline is located in room 516,
Helpline volunteers go through 26th S1. Building. You can also call
!-n eight week training program be- us at 725-4177. Our hours are from
9-6 Monday through Thursday and •
fore being place "on the line."
Once a member, each volunteer from.9-4 on Fridays.
:
must attend weekly supervisory
~ So, if you need confidential help,
sessions. In addition, two weekend come see us. Or better yet, join us. :
,.
training workshops are-conducted,
which are led by the professional
'Cause, confidentially ~ we need
c
lors.
you.
Help' e has grown into a resected stu
program at the Col-

Program tsoci._

Place: . Outside the Oak Lounge .. Time: 1:00 -2:00

•

(StUdent en. 2nd ·floor}\:
Date: Oct. 17~ Tuesday

•

•.•.........................

~

~

••
:
:•

.

**-***--***""tc*

x

Students -who are

interested ·,In
.: ~-jO'i·M~'" the Day' 'Sessio~ Student
rament Assembly. ~shoald ~~.
tact the Student- Govemm~nt omce,
Student 'Center, ,137E. 22. st•.,nn.
409,extens.ion 3377; or you may leave.
your name, address, 'phone #, social :
'security number,~e, status;. '8I:Id '.
'school in' the Student· GovermDent·
.,.. mallbex, Student Center, box #404•.
.
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" Artwork by Gloria Jean Holmes
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The
Fashion
l

'j

.

1

Scene

j

.I

I

by ,Debbie Jurek
Irs Autumn at Baruch, and the (delicate pastels or dramatic bold
season's crispy fashions are al- ,colors. the blouse will perfectly
accentuate any outfit.
ready making the college scene.
Keep in trend with thelatest styles.
Silhouettes are still going strong,
starting with the basics.
and the tapered leg in pants are
Every fall wardrobe has to claim
proof of iLCorduroy straight-legs
~ l~..,'t._:-_~_~'.:..~sL' In avariety of
are a practical as 'wellas .fashion.hrics, from corduroy to
able investment. 'For the more
"e hottest item on
daring dresser. leather provides an
t. Choose a nifty
exciting and unigue look in slacks.
'ted vest or a
What
clothes
better
than
ion. that when
sweaters typify Autumn? Angora.
ist provides an
wool cowl-necks and crewel-knitted
r chic.
the oh-so-ferni- pullovers are seasonably beautiful
.iine blouse makes:" especially when worn with straight:
.ppearance. With its legs and vests.
Blazers are going stronger than
....ing construction and
'>

,-

\

\

ever. In the good' wools and
corduroy. A smart shopping tip to
remeinber--buya suit. You'll get a
blazer. as well as a skirt for
versatile wear. There' s als~ the
added advantage that when you
'need a suit, it's there. '
'Skirts are straighter. and shoes
have low wood heels. Fashions for
nightlife are long. satiny dresses
that flow and swirl around the
figure: Hats ar~ making a fabulous
comeback. And no fall outfit is
complete without a knit scarf.
Such a variety of fashions. and
this season you can bet you'll be
seeing them at Baruch. Better yet.
be seen in them!

.
.,

,

One. Survivors Story
.

by Thomas
Gesimondo
.
person that I encountered on line,
I sat down at ;.f'typew~ter, r~
who was waiting to beg for a class
calling my adventures duntlg this
that he or' she had paid $487 to
year's registration, and I considered writing a semisatirical/. open. agreed that the system wasunfair, and we were being used.
semi-serious poem hilighting my
tribulations. Then I realized that if But now since the first week of
classes. 'passing our courses beregistration at Baruch is a joke the
comes our prime concern, and the
joke is almost always on the
student. Every five' months the pain we felt during registration
victims of this cruel joke can be slowly recedes into the backseen running through the corridors ground. We have been conned into
of Baruch, or through the streets-of believing that we have salvaged
New York trying , to' salvage some something -out of the system, and
order out of a chaotic system. I we forget that we will face another,
know ·that while I was running battle in about five more months.
along Park· avenue with pencil, Its time. I believe, to remember the
eraser, broken schedule. and re- chaos we have been subjected to,
gistration card in hand I was wit- and to have some questions
ness to many other Baruchians in a answered. Such as, is Baruch the
similar state of desperation. It was only business school that hasn't
Is
like a battlefield. a~d each one of heard of. pre-registration?
us had stories of how bad it was at Baruch the only school to avoid the
the front.
The most .severe of exte'~sive, use of computers for recasualties never made it to, the gistration? And is Baruch one of
streets 0: New York. Instead they many (E Pluribus Unum) schools
,were, stuck on eternal hold at the with an apatheticenrollment?
Our paper can be a direct voice to
'registration area.
1 hate to rely on a cliche, but the Baruch faculty, or it can 'alert
there has to be a better way. Every ~ student-government. to the pro-

blems that deserve their attention.
I ask Baruch' s faculty and student
govemment to evaluate' our registration system as a whole, but I
am not naive enough to expect
drastic changes.
Therefore I suggest that we
address ourselves to procedures
that we can change in -the .near
future. Why can't every department set up a welt' manned office af
24th street. s-o that stuqentswould·
not have to run between schools to
find out if they can get into classes
that they "need, for their degree.
So I: urge you. please "Send our
representatives. your own suggestions and feelings, or' send .your
feelings to th~ paper so that we can secure 'a few changes before its
time to go through our registration
ritual again. Unless or course we
are content to
through the'
streets on a cold January day with
our registration cards' frozen, as
well as -our hopes fora decent
schedule next term. 0
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by Bob Tschudi
I had the opportunity this past
'sUlp.mer, while undergoing the Big
.Change (from. the ,ti tIe of Upper
Freshmen to Lower Sophomore), to
spend four weeks in Europe. I·
toured eight countries, over thirty
large cities. and count1~ss valleys,
. hills, mountains, and lakes. I want
. to relate my experiences and my
views, as a possible help to those
students planning extensive travel.
Since coverage of the whole trip'
would be excessively lengthy, I will
write about each countryseparately.
My enrollment in Baruch College
encompassed, my life in Spring.
Winter, and Fall, and my travelling
had become quite limited, if not
non-existant. So when my aunt.and
uncle, who are Americans located
in the American Embassy in
Prague, Czechoslavakia. invited
me overseas, I eagerly accepted.
I instantly considered,.myself well
'on the way to becoming a' world
traveller.
As I climbed down to the airfield
outside the city of Prague, I could
already feel something amiss.
Maybe it was the presence of the
machine-gun-wielding police. Or
the mixed look of hatred and envy
from the airport workers. '. Was I
making a mistake going behind the
Iron Curtain? Would I get out
alive?
These thoughts quickly
passed my mind as I walked
"through customs to meet my" aunt
and uncle, who were supposed to
meet me.
All fears and uncomfortable
thoughts vanished when I saw the
familiar faces of IllY relatives. We
quickly left the airport and drove

-

,

I

47

"home". The city of Prague -is to.. be an offense punishible by ten
They 'use
quite" unique,
The roads 'are years imprisonment!.
virtually all cobblestoned and the entrapment, which is not legal in
buildings date back to Medieval America. One advantage of the
times. The city IS' replete with large police force is the exceptiogrand castles
and
enormous ally low crime rate.
r visited the local shops and the
churches, some more than a
thousand years old! Even more department stores. Being a busidifficult to imagine, the churches' ness oriented person, I was horriare used daily and the castles are fied at the condition and manner in
which
the
merchandise
was
. inhabited!
Since all stores are
.~ I stayed in the American-owned handled.
'government
owned and controlled,
Schonborn Palace (300 years old),
Thus,
in the former apartment of German there is no competition.
there are no price wars, advertiswriter Franz Kafka.
The city' has many historical ing. attractive displays and prettyland-marks. museums, statues, packaging. When.a store runs out
paintings. mozaics, and best ofall , or- merchandise, it is closed, and
inexpensive beer halls! Much to the workers are sent to a store that
my surprise, my Baruch ID card has supplies: No .money is wasted
enabled me to get a 500/0 discount ~dvertising, etc., so most items
in all except the latter. Not unlike are/tnexpensive. By most items, I
Kitchen and
Russian.
the
Czechosl...vakian mean necessities:
house
wares.
clothing.
Luxury
language
contains
characters,
symbols and sounds that are ~ items, on the other hand, cost an
.completely alien to me. I did learn arm and a leg. A 19t.' black and
a few words, though, and useful white' television set could 'be
phrases (especially from
the purchased for about $500; a casAmerican
Marines
who
wer sette tape player for about $120;
stationed there), which I used to and a used car (i. e. VW bug 1970)
mv advantage.
I - met other for a mere $3000. Gasoline is also
students from all over the world .. an extravagance, at 43c a liter
Most of the student travellers came (about SI,60/gallon). And these
from France and Germany, and it items could be. purchased after
waiting on long lines.
~as at that time that I wished I'd
All these differences made me
concentrated more in my German
realize how many things we take
class .
The .. secre r' police were ever- for granted in America, and how
present. It was a common ex- much we have. Compared to the
Or
perience to be followed, watched, Czechs. we live like kings.
and approachedby the enforcers of Czars. Using 'Prague asa base, .I
the socialist government.
Their visited other European countries.
favorite antic was to approach me In the next part of this travel-log, I
and offer me a better-than-actual • will discuss the land, the people,
curency exchange, which happens and the life~,tyles of Germany.
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stru~tur~

1 Hold in contempt

6 Stick together
12
14
16
17

18
19

• Zl
22
23

24
25
2)
28
29

31

Goatlike antelope
Rich
'
Swi ft ly
- - shorts
~1i ne passage
Wanderi ng
Ki ndergar-tner
Witt i cis n~
S7 ~ore pr·ofound
•
Ending for cord
58 ,Jas the nrcur i e t or
~k. Lance
Babe Ruth homer
Car starter (abbr.)
'DOWN
Steve Cauthen's
1 Former TV seria1,
vehicle
"Dark - - '
Advertising phrases
Fil::] come d i an
2 Salance sheet
secti on
Joe' - -

32 Western redskins

3 Leave out

33 Opposite of hero

4 Actor Taylor
5 .Hi st¢TC r i ve r

34
37
40
41
42

Famous ghost
fmulates. ~8-Across
Up and about
Irene Dunne role
A1 askan t01-1n

.

. #r~g~rding different
. "'. 1

.

31 Gaucho weaDon
33 Chess mane uve r s
34 - . - oil

35 ~~o'rtifiedl
36 :.JnDroductive

\

37 Elongate fishes
33 Mode1's concern

. 39

6 EJement =27
7 Go1 f to u rnamen t.s
70 I njur-e
9 Common street nane

tl

Dereat~j
~aj

so~ndlv
.

43 hLJ r i cu 1 a t.e
4S L\othe .... - -

48
49
50
52

Go1f course hazarCf
-Cr-azy - .

Stupefy'
Curved 1Etter
5~ CQxsw~in:s word

..

fre.sQ.O+S:

BarbaraPle+chel

(We.ll know Il..d-hon.. l.edut~r)

Con

walls surrounding each floor door.
Retreating to the back stairway,
The colors are red, green, and gold there are no floor indicators
not .counting the brown and white chalked anywhere to be seen on the
walls streamlining their way to walls or behind the doors, unlike
each door's wall. The red floors are -the main stairway. In dealing with
14. 10, 6, and 2. The green floors the situation facingboth stairways,
in v~rying shades are .16, 15, 12, there are only three solutions.
11, 8, 7, 4, and 3~ And firially th~Either the school starts to paint
gold colored floors are 13, 9, S, and some visible per~nent floor
1.
indicators or any school grafitti
. However last week, on the main artist like "el, censor" should
stairway several' make-shift floor rectify the .situation with magic
numbers were chalked on the out- markers. If· neither of these two
side of most stairway doors but the things happen, stairusers ~il1 just
numbers are not visible 'usually have to get used tofamiliarize each
since the doors, which open floor level by the wall color. '
towards the stairway, remain openduring classes. While speaking of .
• •.
the main stairway, floor inumbers
have been stenciled i.'n chalk on the j1[Ed. note: As we went to pr~~s. t~e

******

. . .

oor numbers have been painted tn
large white numeralson thecolorback-

help guide YOij~.,~~'y sat,ely. down ,.~~~~. of ,.the 16~h' ~n? .1.stJ:1.~~rs
.the two.st~irw~~~:'./~lo:~)~erea.re waltm~ to_b~~~~n~~q,lI~'J'tq~~~C1ng-ground.J' - .
three dlstmgur.;htrtg' colors, disthe stairway situation some hope of
..

r--

..

Over The Rainbow

by Toni Antonelli
"
• Ai the opening of the Fall
S~ster 1978,' the students in the
23rd Street Center were able to
utilize the newly plastered and
painted stairw~ys, completed over
the summer.. Each stairway floor,
painted a new bright,distinguishing
color, catches the stair-c1imber's
eye but there is ~o permanent
numerical fixture painted anywhere on the stairways to indicate
which floor you have reached.
Climbing up and running down
those stairs may be fun but you will
be lost not knowing which floor is
painted which color.
I
As of "September 26 here is all'
u.p-to-date. floor-to-floor index to

:Jl.

44 Star-age
10 '.enervic·e
45 Attire
'e \ 11 Support
46 - - legs
'12 Studies hard
47 feather's par-tne r
'13 ~Jatives of '::.leDuo
43 Throat tissue
15 Tern piece
50 Bette Davis mov i e ,
20 "Jarnit!", .
"The - - "
24l.,r;~erican l e a cue
5 1 ~i' s nei qnbo r
tearl· S3 Very severe ce i n
26 Lackino v i oor'
55 ~,~iadle por t i on of a 27 30xin9~gt:'eat
song
23 Cure
56 Used Sr'i11o
30 Actor '.'iil1 - -

ACROSS
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s~~e~, on the , remedy.
f

"
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Editorial

TVRf\)- uP !HE HEA~ PLE~5E!

Fees Fiasco
On October 4th. .Srh. and 6th the Fees Committee held their scheduled
hearings to allocate club funding for the Fall and Spring sernesters.: Howev-, r. this chore was left exclusively toone actual member of the Fees
Cornmitree. Brian Mullins. and the treasurer's assistant. John Gesirnondo.
Though thesetwo no doubt did as thorough an<;I fair a job as possible, the
responsibility of hearing budgets for approximately severity student
organizations is too great a task to be under taken by two--official or
. unofficial-individuals.
Brian Mullins attempted to keep track of each "club'srequests by using a
tape recorder which could be played when the Fees Committee meets to
make their final decisions. However, many club representatives complained that no recorder was in sight at their hearing and worried about
their chance for a fair allocation. E~ if a tape recorder was used, we
question whether' the absent members would actually listen to three days
of tape.
Once again. many important student events might have to be cancelled
due to the irresponsibility and inefficiency of the present Fees Committee.
Treasurer Howard Jolson. Ijaz Ahmed. Allen Lowy, and interim Eliot
Brown: Have you forgotten your promise of "hard work" and "fair
allocations" for your fellow students who elected you?

locker Room Shivers
As the fall semester begins. our Baruch athletes launch th~ir vigorous
training program in their respective sports. Each day the Statesmen
change their clothes in the sixth and seventh floor locker rooms.
The locker ,rooms are barely adequate in providing the athletes a proper
place to change. Therooins are fairly spaceous and are kept some'Yhat
clean. which is only to be expected.
One problem remains which endangers our athletes to aan unnecessary .
health hazard in the winter months. In this situation: Building and
Gr~unds under D. Mikulsky possess a panacea for the problern.. The
locker ~ooms. after a lifetime of constant use, have shown signs of age by
many of its windows being broken. No. attempts have been, made .to
replace those windows except a vain effor to block the opemngs WIth
cardboard. This is an appalling situation for a student athlete to be forced
. to endure. The administrators should· imagine themselves having to
change out of sweat-damp clothes in. a drafty locker-room.
.
We wonder if the administration cares enough 'about students' health.
other than insurance plans, to replace the broken windows in the locker
rooms. The funds are available for the administration to replace the
openings with real windows. not cardboard. However. students" health
may notbe a priority of the administration, so that the windows may not
be replaced andour fellow students will remain in the cold.

r

Charles Stuto on Your Civic
Responsibility .

~~!

Letters

To the Editor:
I am wrrttrng this letter to you
with the sincere hopes that you can
assist me. I would like to put an ad
in your newspaper for correspondence. At the present time I am
incarcerated. 1 would answer all
who wrote to me.
My name is Peter J. Short. my
number is 77A576. I am confined at
Clinton Correctional Facility at
Dannemora. 'New York 12929.
When writting, please use the
number. I am presently enrolled in
college here at the facility. I am
also enrolled as a student with the
Blackstone School of Law. I am
6'2" tall. weigh 215Ibs., brown
. hair. blue eyes. 'f am divorced. I
am 3'1 vears old. I would like a
'photooi anyone who wrote'. bu't it is
not a necessity. Please write. Age
or race is no bar-rier.
Thank vou for vour ti~" and
considerat~i~n given- to thi9 lerter.
' .

,r

.
Voting is a civic du ty of all indivi- .
duals. as such. we should all re-:
cognize our responsibility to vote.
Therefore we must all be registered
voters in order to participate in our
. election process.
If you know of any individualt s)
who is not registered votert s)
please write to the Student Govern.
ment office and ask for as many
mail-in voting applications as is
needed: we will send it to you as
soon as possible. Or drop by and
pick them lip' yourself.
Thank you for recognizing your
. civic responsibility.
Charles Stu to
Vice- Presiden t
Day Session Student Government

-II

I "'_J

.Respectfully yours•.
Peter J. Short 77AS76

•

,
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Student Government News Update
\

&

During the summer, progress can argue 'that Baruch 'students
to acquire this summer was a printout
listing, course information with
was made concerning lounges, the need, want and will maintain
the professors teaching the respecCollege's physical appearance, the furnished lounges; and-that investtive courses. Due to the limited
gymnasium, and broken windows. ing time "and money in' Baruch's
time span involved binders w~re
There are existing conditions, how- "campus" is worthwhile for the
made available at the information
ever; which have yet to be reme- College and for students.
desk' to be reviewed. Indentical
died.
Student Government was proinfo. was also posted outside the
We do have lounge space now on mised that the tabulated evaluation
Registrars's office and outside of
the 5th floor (26th Street) but it is results (re: teaching- and course
.the registration area. The absence
an inadequate amount•••The repair evaluations-Spring Survey) would
of " school
publications
made
of .various broken windows at 17 be ready for distribution by August
publicity almost impossible; we
Lex. has displaced some classroom 28, in time for the senior registra.
,
regret that so few were able to take
areas which,.in turn, has prevented tion
period.
Unfortunately
students from acquiring more computer processing difficulties , advantage, of the information we
were able to get.
lounge space at 24th Street.
and various bureaucratic set
An ad hoc committee has been
A committee has been organized and various bureaucratic' set-backs
organized to oversee progress 'on
to work with Director of Campus made it impossible for us to obtain
the acquisition and dissemination
Planning to insure ad~quate follow- the results before Fall Registration.
of the teaching and covse evaluaup ,~n· these ~ssues-especiany the, According' to the latest report the
details regarding the next lounge. survey results will be available to .tion results. The Committee will
also follow up on the situation reAlso concerning the Committee are D.S.S.G. by mid-October.
garding the listing of professors'
the "restaurant facilities" in the
These 'results are especially
names.
23rd Street Bldg,
~important this semester.
In the
You may remember· that during
That new paint is' covering the past. students acquired statistical
the Spring '78 Semester an effort
walls of 17 Lex., 26th Street and information regarding
student
24th Street, hopefully' reflects a ratings of, professors,
course was made by a joint committee of
students, faculty and administrachange of attitutdes-both of the content. methods. etc. . Thrs intion to, propose a revision to. our
administration at Baruch and of the formation could not be put to pracstudent body. New attitudes mean tical use because the professors' antiquated academic calendar. As
n€?w expectations. If WE do not names were never listed beside the you have seen, the calendar is prekeep our school in its present course sections. Of what value is sently in the same condition as
improved condition, it will be very knowledge about a certai~ profes- before the committee met!! This is
-difficult to ask, for more S$$$$$$ (to sor's ability (as-judgedby students) . due to a multitude .0£ . reasons.
be included in the College's rr one is not equipped 'witli the Primarily President Segall did not
budget) to finish what has been means by which a professor can be choose to accept the committee's
recommendations. The Faculty's
started.
For example. there is chosen as can 'a course section.
furniture in that new lounge on the
We have been assured that pro- over-all negative response cannot
5th floor. It is. to say the least. fessors' names will be listed with be ignored. The Road to Progress
serving its purpose. KEEP IT IN course sections when we register was further baericaded by an
THE CONDITION IT IS IN so we next semes-ter. What we were able inadequate measure of student
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There are vacancies pn' the
Assembly in theSchool of Business
(Senior, Junior, and Sophomore),
School' of Liberal Arts (Senior,
Junior),
School of Education
(Senior, Junior, Sophomore and
Fresh.):
Applications _ may be.
submitted to the Student Government office on the 4th floor of the
Student Center.

,

'

•

You need not be directly involved
with the political process in order to
serve the Baruch community
(including yourself). Not only are
there '\larious
Student-Faculty
Committees you can be inyolvedin,.
bu t there are many, many clubs
you are entitled to join as a student
in this college. For more information about clubs, inquire at the
Office of Student Activities in the
Student Center.

.

Remember
that it is our res,
ponsibility to tackle issues that are
concerning Baruch students.
If
there is a situation in particular.
that you would like 'to. see Student,
Government deal . with, please
. make us aware of your conce''''niTts~.:------
There' is no situation· whatsoeVer,
that cannot be changed.
Some'
achievemen ts take longer than
others: . nevertheless the ground-.
work can be laid for other students
to improve upon.

...

by Lynne Bursky .

...

It·;:eptember. and all good in the 360 PAS126th St. building rooms available putting students in
Baruch, students go through the complex, where long lines for other. buildings would only worsen
same de-humanizing processes at elevators and long waits between the problem in those buildings.
registration, and then stand on a - trips are fairly common.
The Family Courts building on the
two-mile-line to try and change any
What is the Office of Campus corner of 22nd and Lex might solve
of it. But one thing stands out: Planning doing about it?' What the problems, but that won't be
once they've settled into the indeed can be done about it? The
ready until next year at the earliest
routine of getting from class to main problem is in the number of Naturally .: no one wants to give up
class and figuring out what to do' elevators. All of the 26th St build- space in the .Student Center for
during those all-toa-frequent 2, 3, ing, arid thetop four floors of 360 .classrooms, and the elevator in the ...
or (in my case) 5 hour breaks in PAS are service by six rather slow building would be useless for the
their schedule. All of this is, as I elevators.
Obviously
more purpose anyway.
said. routine. It could almost be elevators would alleviate the proDo . we truly have a problem
considered a non-monetary tuition. blern. but you can't just go out and
.
without a solution?' Is there n-o way
However, with each succeeding 'buy· an elevator the way .you
.
to solve thi.s problem? Surely the
semes.ter. it b~comes clearer t~at 'plJrchase new lounge furniture.
the- "crowd control" proeeduresof -- yJ:i need and elevator shaft-to pu-t peopleyjpoPll! a manpn the moon,__
this college. are" jntolerable. One it in, and the shaft is what we're and nearly bankruptedthe worlds
,
richest city can come upwith somegets to the appropriate building getting because we don't have one.
thing. But this humble writer canfive or ten minutes ahead of time, There are two other elevators in the
.
.
not think of what that something
bu t ends up la teo for class due to a 360buiIding, bu t, dearly ~ they-are
mightbe. If anyone out there has
fifteen minute wait for an elevator. . needed to service the ,""on-Baruch
. ' ' ' .
any suggestions, I'm sure that the
Of course, this is not lhecase portions of that building.
Office of Campus Planning will be-'
throughout the "campus"; the
The student body must be spread
'
happy to.give it the 'consideration it
er'
,
24 ·Stre.et building elevators . run out more. There needs to be f e w
deserves.
.
fairly quickly,' and_the23rd Street students .using .. the elevators in'·
building elevators are infuriating, 360/26th St.. But where to put
by Raymond E. Heuer
but adequate. The 'real problem is them? Even if there were class. ' ,
,
... '
•

shown, an Octoberfest to be held,
and a ski trip to be sponsored.

.

~

-The Elevator Shaft

_,

reaction to the proposal. At the
time the printed survey was released to students and stacked in
bins in the lobbies of each building;
many students were in the midst of
final exams; the transition between
the two sessions was occuring; and
many studen ts were already on
vacation for the summer. Surely
the survey, intended to elicit
/
student 'response on a grand scale,
did not accomplish the task which it
was intended to do.
What the Committee recommended. in summation, was that
the school semester begin and end'
earlier to allow for more productive
classroom time at the end of the
semester and an uninterrupted
intersession. Student Government
has not given up on changing
Baruch's reactionary schedule.
The variables involved can be dealt
, with.
Long overdue, a line. was
'specified in the Student Center
Board Budget for a "coffee
house."'" A proposal is presently
being drafted to make a coffee
house a reality for Baruch students..
It will be a place to socialize, to
relax, and. to come to after classes.
If you have ·been to·a· "coffee
house" at another campusi that
really impressed you, why don't
you tell us what aspects you' d like
to see duplicated. All ideas are
welcome.
The Campus Affairs Committee
has made plans for" films to be
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Film:
Blood
Brothers

ea re.
by Bernadette Lynch

The show, origianlly scheduled
br a 3 1.12 week run, so captured the
reads and minds of audiences that,
in its second year, it, has become a
rona-fide phenomenon.
"Mummenschanz" is now an
<fficial entry in the Guinness Book
- c:f World Records as' the. longest
running . mime" entertainment in
theatrical history. Its reputation is
well deserved. The show is .de.Iightful and appeals t<' young and

old alike.
The three mimes, Louis Gilbert,
James Greiner, and Sorninique
W eibe I.. serve as their own. costumes, prop-maskers, and make-up
artists. ' They perform "Mumrrenschanz" nine times a week and
seem to enjoy the show as much as
the audience.
"Mummenschanz" is presented
by Arthur Shafrnan at the Bijou
Theatre, 209 West 45th St. 'The
box - office number for the theatre
is 221-8500.

•

By Steven Koenig

Bloodbrothers is one of those
rare 'films that is so realistic that is
can can only be described as hyperreal. Richard Gere, as Stony de
Coco: brings to life the story of an
Italian boy from the Bronx whose
.. family demands he becomes a contruction worker l~e his' father.
Unfortunately. almost all the rest
, . of the .cast's acting is as hysteri.
cally inflated as the dialog. There'
is just too much going on here;
maybe it should have been called
Soap.
We have· the hysterical
stereotypical ethnic (in this case,
italian) mother who so intimidates
- her younger son that he gets
,.'lDorexia and will not eat.. the major
thing that she tries to make him do.
Paul Sorvino protrays the childless uncle. who helps Stony beat up
some neighborhood toughs who are
seeing his girlfriend. and works on
the construction-crew with Tony Lo
Bianco. the hyper-real. Italian
.. father, who carries on erotic
adventures with a prostitute who"
caters to his Japanese fantasies.
The plot is as run-on as the pre4
vious sentence. .
Back to Stony. our protagonist,
The' therapist ,trying, to, help his
young brother tries to help Stony
decide on a career. The one thing
S tony loves
.. is kids. and he winds
up working in a c~iIdren's ward in
the hospi tal. . Gere ' s acting is so
beautiful in this segme~:~j we
forget that he's olde~~'l the
character he portrays. ( He charms
us along with the kids and has us
won over completely.
The rest of the film is Saturday
Night
Fever
without
music.
although the soundtrack is reheated s.Spaghetti-Western.
All this
wouldn't be so bad if the ftlm was
intended to be trash: it wasn't.
. There is lots of action. however.
and despite, it's lack of subtlety (an
understaternent.)
it's
always
riveting. This film will make a lot
·of money.

..
----~---------~----------~~-~-----~-.-----

Players
If you enjoy the behind , - the ~enes. in-fighting, back - stabbing
politics of professional football (or
any professional sport for that
matter) then you'll like the new
Broadway show Players. Lockerroom jokes and under-handed
politics are what the play is cornprised of and if neither is your idea of
an evening of entertainment. and
would suggest you stick with the
··pG.yers" on the field.
Players. starring Fred Gwynne

',' and Rex Cobbins, is the first new
play of the 1978-79 season and is
being presen ted at the Lyceunn
Theatre .049 W. 45 St.)
,The fault lies with David Williamson, iuthor of Players, and
certainly not with the six character
cast who tr..r very hard to carry of
what is simply arid .unmovable -..
play.
If praise can be given it goes to
Fred Gwynne who succeeded 'in
making the show. at least tolerable.

SALES JOBS

.

The Bookshelf
If

"

"

Work Nights/Saturdays In A Real Sales Job, That
Can Pay Real $$$ This Is The K~nd Of Sales Job
That You'te Going to ~College To Qualify For ,Call .Aurtc J:quities At 832-9292. ~sk for Dan Schustack.

(old 'rt'! \\clfflW,q
,
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Nature Day ADd Night by ed. Duncan and Weston-Smith
Richard Adams, .Illus David God- (Wallaby $7.95)_, A .fascinating
dard (Viking. cloth $10) The author book. written on the· university
of Watership Down has come up level (well. maybe not our univerwith one of the most beautifully sity.) of papers .subrnitted by
conceived and executed nature scientists about the unknown.
include
. immunology.
books ever. Adams takes us on a Topics
stroll
through
his
childhood quasars. pain. the solar interior,
meadows and forests. impeccably' time. addiction. and abou t forty. recalling all the detailed flora and five others. This one will keep your
fauna. Weaved through this is ':l brain working overtime. as it
scien tific
text detailing
more should.
,
In Defence Of Opera by Hamish
specific information and delightful
drawings. such as The Dawn - F.G. Swanston (Pelican $3.95)
Chorus, illustrating different birds Swantson presents us with. some
with their calls iiT\musical notation. essasys X:>n QPera. mostly, serious,
There are full color drawings by . although the chapters have titles
David Goddard of beautiful natural like "What does it mean?" "Is it
settings on facing pages of each for real?" and ·'Do the words
signature's centerfold.
On the matter?" Some of his ideas are
backof this is a line drawing of the true. others half-baked. but lovers
same scene. numbered to point out of opera will ftnd much to think
about.
~
the plants and animals.
It is rare to see a book conceived
~~
~~
so completely for the reader. from
its high informational content delivered painlessly. to the incredible
presentation of the artwork. Buy it
for someone you want to share
something beautiful with.
The Kitchen Almanac compiled
by Stone Soup (Berkley Windhover
$8.95) This is a Whole Earth
Catalog of the kitchen. 400
3)~
.. - oversized pages on baSIC sUCllas
Setting Up Your Kitchen, to Nutrition', Fun With Food and Economics. It includes recipes. ingredients. tools .. natural cosmetics.
and enough anecdotes
abou t
··notorious vegetarians" such as
George Bernard Shaw and Adolph
Hitler to keep 'you reading for
months.
The John Travolta Scrapbook by
Suzanne Munshower (Sunridge
Press $4.95)' Scraps for fans only.
. with black.and white photos. many
. - from that ftIm~ . ,.: .

relete to O'Keefe?
ill. Iou.
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How would Freud
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i Have
You Done Any Ofl
T!tese Things· Lately?

u

~~

~1

1) Read a booty
2) Seen a movie
Gone to a concert .
4) Heard a new album
,

'

'

If you have, then write
,somethit:igabout it.
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Musically
. , Speaking
by Thomas Gesimondo

"God save the queen she
. ain't ho ,human being and
there's nofuture and England's
,.dreaming'

by Rocking Chair

Nested (Columbia JC 35449) ,IS
Laura Nyro's prettiest album to
date . .It is also her emptiest. Nyro
has always used her hysteria to
create a musical P¥sion that,
although uncomfortably. harsh to
many, never failed to arouse. Now
she's all too comfortably esconced
in suburbia. .
.
The woman who managed to
avoid cliche throughout the 'sixties
while remaining very political,' is:
now turning out lyrics such as
"This is the SODg of communication
/Sending out peace vibrations/
. Genuine cause/to end our wan.'"
,_ .Nyro used to be .abte to make. you, .:':
. Smell her songs; now we have
backing for ,a ,more intimate
crabgrass, hayfever, and mush.
Musically, Nyro abandoned her chamber approach. Unfortunately
recent Brecker Bros./jazz rock it's powder pink instead of the

The Sex Pistols
Johnny Rotten the lead singer of

lost their validity.
It was about this time- that some
of the 'targets of the punk' attacks
began to pick up. the fight and
-return fire. Rod Stewart took to the
'press to fight·back,.and Bob Seger
took to' the air waves:
Call me a relic!call me what

.-

you will/say I'mold fashioned/

the now" disbanded punk group,
SAY Em. over the Hill/Todf!J"s
"The Sex Pist~ls", spewed those
venomous words at England a little ' music ain't got the .sam~ soul/I
like that old time Rock and
over a-year ago. It was a precarious
time for both England and the state Roll' '
,of Rock and Roll. 'As punk bands
- George Jackson/Thomas Earl-.
became more. popular they started
. to take on more stable targets.
Jones
They sprayed their lyrics like
But perhaps the strongest "replY' of
buckshot at the likes of Rod
all came from the Rolling Stones.
. Stewart, Elton .Iehn, and (god
They came opt with a damn good
forbid) the Rolling Stones,
" rock and roll album, and they re,--- .Unfortunately, as even Johnny
established themselves as---one of-Rotten must have known, the punk
the best rock and roll bands
sinoking sheets - she -, used' to pI'9- bands icame victims of.the' very
around. Are they the best ever?
vide. .It makes fine background . system ey were attacking. They
I don't know, but I'm not all that
music, however.
were n rished so well off of the
sure it really matters. Just know•
hand t y were biting,' that they
jng that an over thirty Mick Jagger
lost the very elements that make .can dance and prance across . the.
punk interesting. Gone was the . stage. and pull it off in the eyes of
hunger,. anger, and desperation
his audience (both-old and new), is
t.hat spawned the original movea great sight.
.
..,
ment. Johnny Rotten may have
Who won this battle?
Well,
proclaimed that there was 'no
contrary to popular (ie: the critics)
by Sandy Jacolow
the summer was the fact -that the' playingother album cuts "Grease" future, and. that England was
belief. I think. that we are living
Now that we're back in school, Rolling Stones .totally neglected. was the word. AM radio also kept dreaming, but by addressing .the
through a very exciti1\g 1iR\lliiwal
'the. summer of, 78' is just .. a
their New York fans who have.. us.d.a~~~~to the ~d!~c.?~ wit~ songs "problem, .in his own way, he /:was. , era.ahd-·tltat ·the,spoils·-ef--t:bis·-war- -..-.... ~ .....,;
memory.. I can still hear the crowdsuppoIt~d·therti:'so·loyally·for.-oyer.·like "LastDance;" "Boggle O~e -showing concern and' maybe 'even
'are now being split up among a
buzzing with anticipation for the IS years.:fhe Stones played only Oogie, " and "Macho Man:' hope. But once punk bands started
new breed of performers. i Their
start of the concert, and the chant- one night in the 1500 seat Palla- Ther was some good material on preaching from a platform they had
[Continued on Page 11J
diumwith titkets being scalped for -AM including the Commadores "3
ing for another encore.
I can still picture Olivia Newtonas much as/$150- $200 apiece.
Times a Lady," and Little River RnOnOOOnoo ooonnCTOe
f')
John and John Travolta' on the
While these artist were filling Bands "Reminiscing."
screen in "Grease:" the Bee Gees the stadiums and halls of New
The summer of 78' was one of
and Peter Frampton in "Sgt.
York, the airwaves were filled with the best in a long time, an~ it will
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club."
their own excitement.
be topped by the fall of 78'. Here's
Here's a look back at some of the
FM radio was filled with familar an inside preview of what to
songs and stars that rocked the old faces, but with new music. The expect.
, ,
summer of 78'
. Rolling Stones,-Boston, Foreigner,
The fall of 78' is just beginning
The "Boss" was back, Bruce 'and the Who" all put out new and already we have new albums
Springsteen puJ: on w~t has to be albums. In most cases the material out by Linda Ronstadt, Yes, Chithe best concerts this area has seen was the best done in years, FM cago, and solo albums by all 4
in some rime, ,Playing.for at least 3
radio also helped, break ex-Stellar members of Kiss. As if this wasn't
hours at each show, Springsteen
Wheel's. member Gerry Rafferty, enough over the next two months
had them rockin' every moment of while reestablishing such old albums by Barry Manilow, Queen,
the way.
favorites as the Moody Blues and' Elton John, Rod Stewart, and the
E.L.O~ flew into the Garden for
Joe Walsh.
Eagles will beaut.
two nights this summer. Their
While ·FM was being filled with
We also have concerts to rock us
stage, shaped as a flying saucer,
some of the best music in years AM to the e~d of the year with tours
was breathtaking. The laser-light '. was filled with "Grease." With 4 .
JContinued on Page 11]
and stage show, Jeff Lynne and
top 10 singles and many stations
E.L.O. put on was worth the S10
ticket price even if they didn't play /
one note of their classical-rock. /
Barry Manilow had Forest Hilfs
F~Ung,- My Way by Margie
Ranaways. by the N Y Shakeswaying and singing along to his
music for two straight nights. Joseph (Atlantic SD 19182) This is speare Festival cast (Columbia JS
Despite light and sound problems, a producer's album, and a good one 35410) Consistantly moving songs
Manilow proved why he's one of it is. Johnny Bristol wrote all the and singing, sometimes terribly,
today's hottest acts. Anything he songsin this soul song cycle (six of painful, alwaysappropriate, Eliz-'
touches seems to tum into gold or · ten songs ha~the word "love" in' abeth. Swados mote songs in an
'~
("
platinium. '.
the title!) which is ably carried .by eclectic bunch of styles, each as
,
Steve Miller and the Beach Boys Margie Joseph's singing. .Musical . individual' as the characters who
sing them.
delighted 60,000. fans in the first craftsmanship abounds.
ever rock concert in New Jersey's
Tracks On Wax 4 by Dave
Uve And Dangeroasby Thin
. Meadowland. ,. The orderly' be..; , Edmunds (Swan .Song S5 8S05) Lizzy (Warners 2BS 3213) Just
, havior by the large crowd made it Another craftsman, this time of another livealbum by just another
possible for the Greatful Dead and impecable rock songs. The topics rock band.
Willie Nelson to play there later on are cliche, as is alI" true rock'n'roll,
but there is nothing stale about
in the summer.
Deadeye D~ ,l?Y C J &:. co.
\
. There were just so many great Edmunds' singing, praying, and (fiestbound WT 6104) A disco
concerts this summer by such rocking.• Mic~ is, tired' these days, album of short adventure stories,
-. :
:superstars as Linda' Ronstat, yes,' He carries' his roots with him. 'Why made' by excellent _.studio .musi'Bod Dylan, Boston, Chicago, and, don't you give a listen to the man , cians.' The vocals are too poor to
.who.ismck .and.mIl tothe~bone? listen
. Meat. Loaf., .. _ ~_ . . . ' . . . "- except while' dancing. '~
The only disappointing note of &ceUent recording and pressing.
Ve~cleverspecialeffe~~~
J
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Can you find the hidden OLOGY's?
,

..

.

ASTROLOGY
ECOLOGY
EGYPTOLOGY
EMBRYOLOGY
ETIa-LOGY.
,
GEOLOGY

PENOLOGY
PHILOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
SEISMOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

I MMUN0 1.0GY

TECHNOLOGY

~

METHODOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
~ ONTOLOGY
'" 'OROLOGY

TOPOLOGY
TYPOLOGY
ZOOLOGY

~

•

Bl;nve~dos ~""I

~

-~'Latinos

.Weico111e Freshman

. Arid
Transfer Students

The Black Students Organization of Baruch in ites all
interested students who are interested in the partaking
and' planning of their functions
attend our meeting
,- today Thursday 'Oct. 19th rm. 407 ..,.
--Student Center 12 noon
-

To

I

_._.

:1

..

·Need A Place Tn.•.
Relax
Os Eat
S 'Study

Congratulations to Carl and Annie Aylman on the birth
otthelr daughter Abby'~Miche-lie
•

Check

Us

Deadline tor Club re-registration is ·thi~ .Friday Oct. 13
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Students Interested in -joini'ng the Assembly should
apply
the Student Gov~rnment.office by Thurs. Oct. 19
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[Continued from Page 9]

planned by Jethro Tull, Queen, the
T)oobie Brothers, Billy Joel, and
many more.
So sit back, enjoy the music and
we'll keep you up to date on the
who, what, and where it's happening in what pro~~es. to be a
wonderful year.

'Music
[Can tinued from Page 9 ) .

r-

,

brand of music has been labelled:
"New Wave" . .
New Wave has many factions
fighting for dominance, but next
week I'll center on one of the more'
prominent New . Wavers, Elvis
Costello. I think its important to
note that just 'as Mick Jagger has'
survived ~o has punk. Even though
I may have used the past tense to
describe the movement, punk is
still alive. You can see it in its
originalform at many New Y<;>rk
clubs, and you can easily see that
most of the energy in New Wave'
rock is derived from punk. I'll see
~all here next week with some
~
information on Elvis Costello, and
any rock news I can get my hands
on. .Take care.

.

Th~' Accounting S~ciety staunchly 'defends their pizza

J -."

:

trom non-members.

'--

"
"

o'

_

.....

Attention:
,

Musclemen
Wip~ the dust off yourbarbells
. and start "pumping iron"! Get
ready for the third annual "Mr.
Baruch " contest.
The event is
scheduled for December 14, so
there's still plenty of time .to
convert fat to muscle. Last year,
Baruchians Ed Ferguson,. George
Ascevido,
and Rob . Maisello
captured the top three places from
more than 20 contenders.
This
year's top five winners will receive
trophies plus exclusive photo
coverage in The Tickes, Everyone
is . encouraged to enter.
The
Weight Lifting Club and the Phys
Ed department, who are sponsoring the contest, have made their
services facilities - available to all
those who are interested. Sign up
now
in. room 610A 'in the 23rd
.
Street bldg! Yell might be the next
bearer of the title "Mr. Baruch"!
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Boozin' for Bursky
"

Attention All Baruch Students:
place your ad in
Ticker Classified! (before the term is over)

By Bob Tschudi

For the small fee of 50~, for the first 20 words,
and 5~ each additional 2 words, you .can have.
a say in your school newspaper! .We'll print
anything. From selling a car or concert tickets
to even sen.ding a message to a friend:

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STER EO
PRICES

Copy:

.....

Name:
Add.ress:
City:
"Telephone:

.Pioneer SX980 Receiver $384
Technics SL3300 Turntable $120.
Akai CS702D Cassette $125.
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on
, major brands. even lower prices ~ ~r
monthly specials sheet. Send n~ a~ fuld
out how to buy current $];98 Itst Ips for
. $3.69. Stereo Clearance HoUSe Dept ED38
1029 JfCoby .St.. Johnstown. Pa. 15902.
Phone -Quote's 814-536-1611
.

5tate:_ _- - - - - Zip: -.,..

_

_

Total Enclosed:_--...Submit your ad to ttle Ticket office, Rm. 307 St'udent Center Bldg•
or mail it to: Ticlcer. Box 377,17 E.22nd street, New York, N.Y. 10010 '

TEA~HERS

»

.' Hundreds of openings
\ .Foreign & Domestic Teachers
Box 1063 Vancouver,Wa. 98666.
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TOURNAMENT

.,

.':

':

'

,.'..

:
•
•

September 28
September ~1
-TBADecember 14
November 16
November 2
Sep.tember 28
September 28
October 7
November 21
. -TBA-

•

.
•
•
•
:
:

.' 'M6!iday .
l:OO-4:30P~·M.
"':~TUe~y', .
.' .i;OO.4:JO"p~~
Wednesday . 2:00"S:00P.M.
12:.CXF5:00·P.M:~·

Thursday
";Fri&ly

1hOO-A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

.

.

October 6
October 6
October 20
December 1
November 13
November 2
October 6

:
•
•
: .
•
•
•
•
October4:
November 17
•
December 18
•

•

•
•

~,
:
•

The above tournaments are open to all Baruch College Students, Faculty, and Staff Members.
Entry formsmay be obtained in room 610 A, 23rd Street Building. No late entry forms will be
accepted. Further jnformation may be obtained by phoning Bonnie Oberman- at 725-7197.
~

1 -.
'~'l'" - .

Techniques for Lffetlme Fitness

11:00 A.M.- 4:00 P.M.

.

ed_by men, wasted no time.
. minutes and 45 seconds.for the best
Pausing for a min ute while tire time of the day.
Margaret
Ms. Dulce Arocena, 38, a house- .
students were running, Helen. a Stemmler, an upper sophomore,
wife, and junior at Baruch, went'
short, blonde physical education was the first woman finisher with
from 225 to 139 pounds, a 'weigh t
instructor. described the course.
12 minutes and 10 seconds.
loss of 87 pound, Now the mother
Und~r national research chart.
"The student will get a through
of two children wants to stay at 139
men under 30 years of age are in
by learning some techniques for knowledge of what physical fitness
is 'all about," she says.
"Each excellent fitness if they can run the
lifetime fitness.
On the other hand, Mr. Alan student will learn how efficient distance in under 10 'minutes and
16 seconds. Women in the same
Cheung, a middle-age graduate their circulatory system and heart
condition
should run the distance in
(can)
function."
student, jogs twic~ a week for
under 11 minu tes and 16 seconds.
fitness. For Alan, obesity has not
After occassionally reminding
been a problem.
the runners to call ou t their laps the
The graduate student, Mr. Alan
Alan; Dulce and 24 other stu- 18-year . veteran instructor said,
Cheung, finished the 1.5 mile run
den ts went running around Gra- "Cardiovascular decease is the
in 11 minu tes and 1 second. Howmercy Park last week as part of number one killer .of Americans
ever•. he said, "It's only for .basic
their first df four fitness evaluation.. today." .
'knowledge of health, science and
Each·student ran seven laps around
For this reason, the course is nu trition tha t I took th e course."
the park equaling a distance of 1.S requiring each s tuden t to write and
He added, "One must learn selfmiles. 'They -registered in Ms. apply their' own cardiovascular
Helen Belden's class, techiniques endurance program, excercise re- management before one can
of Lifetime Fitness, a two credit gularly. and aplly scientific relaxa- manage others. Alan feels that.
physical education will lead to selfcourse offered at Baruch.
tion techniques.
management.
Wearing shorts, cotton knitted
Just as important as exercising is
On· the contrary, Ms. Dulce
'blouses. T-shirts~\~ ankle socks, eating. That's why principles of
sneakers, and Baruch leotards, the nutrition will be stress throughout Arocena knows more .abou t man14 women and 12 -'men began -the co~rse.- According the Helen: agement than running 1.5 miles.
gathering on Lexington Avenue each student is being asked to write The straight" A" transfer student
and 2Jst Street before receiving and apply a weigh t con trol pro- from LaGuardia Community ran a
little and walked. a little. But she
final instructions from Ms. Belden. gram.
runs
home following her courses, to
The .course also offers strength,
Helen started breaking the class
into two groups, runners and and flexibility program, care of manage her husband and two sons.
counters. During the second half of back and feet. menstruation and There is only one ..member of
the session, the counters took the pregnancy guidance. and the Dulce's family that objects to ber
activities.
occasional 1.5 mile run.
place of the runners.
~'The eight-year old doesn't want
Among the finishers of TuesWith ten deep knee bends and
the go ahead', the first half of the day's run was a Yonker's soccer me running or going to school,"
class went dashing around the player. Mohammed E. Ramezani, says Arocena.. "He wants his
park. The' good runners, dorninat- an upper junior, docked in at 9 mami home."
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. ' BARUCH COLLEGE INTRAMURAL PROGRAM:
./'
FALL 1978

MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S PADDLEBALL
WOMEN'S TENNIS (SINGLES)
~ ..' ,
"':~
-: MR. BARUCH. CONTEST
•.·-\~;'~~rea¥~·F.eiIi~·.~d~fe.
....'.:.:~:.: . • ' MEN'S WEIGHTLIFTING
;.:;~ :.....
.
•
PUSH UP CONTEST
•
MEN'S TABLE TENNIS (SINGLES)
•
WOMEN'S TABLE TENNIS(SINGLES)
;;:~"i~iilili~'t::H:
:
BARUCH 10 MILE RUN
......
•
TIJRKEY mOT (RUNNING)
.:if...
.;::;5(~·.~t23rdSt~.8klg.)
•
MEN'S TENNIS (SINGLES)

.

~
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:
•

•

~

..

')...

. ' Sa.

r...

~-.'

:

'.

1:OO-3;()() P.M.
11:00 A~M. - 3:00 P.M.
J

j

Tennis appt. must be made in person, and in advance in room 610A.,
lJrd St. Bldg. I.D. cards or Bursars receipts must be presented.
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FENCING AT BARUCH
Advance.
Retreat.
Lunge.
events have reduced the team's
Those are the sounds that can be
membership sharply_. However,
.hcard coming from room 1125,
many underclassmen have joined
from 3:00 to 5:00. Monday through
the team this season in hope of
Friday. the sounds of a typical filling the vacant ranks. These
practice of the Baruch Fencing you ng men look very promising for'
Team: a team that posseses a . the team in future years. Yet open
winning record of eight wins. five
spots on the team are' numerous,
loses for the '78 season.
bu t the advantages of participation
This is a remarkable achieve- are even greater.
ment. considering the team only
For example, the team will. be .
fielded ten fencers with nine of going on a weekend trip to Boston "
those starting. That record is a for a match against -M.LT. and
. tribu te to Coach Perado's abilities S.M.U. Also. several members of
to teach fencing technique. to . the team will travel to Houston,
students with no prior experience-- "Texas for the National Championwhich is the situation for most ships.. Still. th~ greatest advantage'
•
fencers at Baruch College.
'of all is the opportunity you get to '
Still, the team has gained the expand yourself in
relaxed bu t
.
.
respect of various national fencing competitive atmosphere. d
HUFFING AND PUFFING.
Betsy Arce, a lower : sophomore, takes the lead during
powers as evidenced by their
- The Baruch College . Fencing
last Tuesday's first of .four. cardlo,vascular end~rance 'test. . Unfortunately for Betsy·, a .
constant placing of Baruch on their Team has been described as a
.head cold curtailed the 1.5. mile run around Gramercy park. Betsy and other students
schedules.
group of People who enjoy being
are Ieer~fng~ tec"':ieS for lifetime -fitness.
As the team goes into its '79 around each other and enjoy the
.
.' ...
. -.
.f ,Photo.by.John O. Bermudez
season, graduation and various sport of "fencing.
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